
CHRISTMAS 2022 
 
Ralph Waldo Emerson once wrote:  We are never tired, so long as we can see far enough.   
 
To see far enough. 
 
We come together, as has been done in this church for one hundred and fifty some years, and as 
Christians have for two millennium, to hear a story most familiar.  It shares with us, and millions 
of people who hear it this night in hundreds of languages and thousands of places, the good news 
that Christ is born.  This is a miraculous moment for the entire world yet missed by so many.  A 
woman has given birth to a Saviour and the only ones who are told are shepherds going about 
their work on what seems to be just another night.  And what has been proclaimed to them is the 
sacred hidden in the ordinary. 
 
To see far enough.  There lies perhaps the real beauty and the challenge of Christmas; to discover 
the sacred that is often hidden in the ordinary. 
   
The pages of the New Testament tell us of Jesus seeing beyond the ordinary and looking for the 
sacred in each person He meets.  He seems absolutely unconcerned about social status or past 
history.  What seems to matter is that each is a child of God; with a divine soul as He touches the 
untouchable, heals withered hands and bended spines; cleanses lepers and embraces sinners; 
calms fears and feeds hunger; welcomes the foreigner; dialogues with outcasts; forgives sins, 
preaches good news; searches for the lost, lonely and last; heals the broken hearted, and shares 
stories that challenge us to this very day. 
 
More often than not, what Jesus offered in healing and preaching, teaching and feeding was the 
gift of new vision.  To see far enough – the real beauty and the challenge of Christmas.  As we 
gather as so many have in the past to hear the good news that Christ is born for us can we pray 
for the gift of new vision.  New vision even as limbs once strong give way to walkers and canes; 
as we look into the face of a newborn; as we ache for those who are no longer with us; when we 
are misunderstood or unwelcomed, when confusion and doubt holds us and does not let go, when 
the routine seems to be all life has to offer, when the news makes us want to cry or shout or give 
up; to see it all with new vision.  For if God can be born in a manger, in a town most of us 
couldn’t point to on a map, in a time where there wasn’t social media, then maybe God is saying 
to each of us tonight – there is sacred in the ordinary.   
 
And so the beauty of Christmas.  And so the challenge of Christmas.  To see far enough.                
 
The ordinary is not always pleasant.  We know that.  It is difficult to see the divine presence 
when we are confronted with disease or prejudice.  When we are troubled with questions and 
uncertainty.  Yet here we are with a story as common as birth and yet announced by the 
appearance of angels.  We can now be assured that there is always sacred in the ordinary – 
always sacred in the ordinary.  We just have to find it.  We just have to see it.  New vision.  We 
may not experience angels appearing before us singing a Glory.  Instead, chances are very good 
that the sacred in the ordinary might well be a bit closer; perhaps even in our own heart and in 
our own circumstances.  If we see far enough.  See far enough. 


